Detailed scope of works and Technical Specification
Industrial Electrification works

IRCON took up the challenge of undertaking complete electrical works for Rail Coach Factory, a prestigious time bound project of Indian Railways in 1986 and completed the project ahead of schedule.

The experience gained helped IRCON to undertake Industrial Electrification works of mega industrial projects such as Refineries and Petrochemical Complexes.

In 1993, IRCON took up the work of providing construction power of Panipat Refinery of Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. In 1995, the electrical work of complete Offsites and Utilities as well as Marketing Terminal of Panipat Refinery of IOCL at Panipat was taken up against two different contracts. In the same year, IRCON undertook the electrical work of Offsites and Utilities and Gas Cracker Unit of Petrochemical Complex of GAIL at Pata. IRCON is now one of the very few companies in India who has experience of executing Industrial Electrification works for such mega projects.
In 1994, IRCON achieved another milestone by securing the World Bank funded contract for construction of electrical works for Sewage Plant for Bhandup and Ghatkopar in Mumbai against international competitive bidding.

Various prestigious industrial electrification works have been completed by IRCON in the past decade. IRCON is justifiably proud of having executed the work of Building Management System for the two most intelligent buildings in India i.e. Belapur and Washi Stations in Navi Mumbai.